

















The LORD called Samuel a third time, and Samuel got up and went to Eli and said, "Here I am; you called me." Then Eli realized that the LORD was calling the boy.  So Eli told Samuel, "Go and lie down, and if he calls you, say, 'Speak, LORD, for your servant is listening.' ". So Samuel went and lay down in his place.
[1 Samuel 3:8,9 (NIV)]
An answer to the question of what God’s works of providence are, the Westminster Shorter Catechism states that “God’s works of providence are, his most holy wise, and powerful preserving and governing all his creatures, and all their actions”​[1]​.  The mechanisms He employs to enable such a work are as diverse as they are complex. His providence through intervention into our world has been classified as either cosmic, ecclesiastical or personal, providing views of divine activity “by which the world has been created and is being sustained and redeemed”​[2]​. This three-fold aspect of God’s interaction, with humanity in particular, is often regarded as mystical. In sustaining His creation, which includes special attention to the human kind, He necessarily communicates with us both generically and personally, directly and indirectly. This is for the purpose of affecting our thinking with the hope that it will influence our actions to help fulfil His Divine purpose in this world, including His ideal purpose for our lives. 

Before the fall, Adam enjoyed open face to face communion with God.​[3]​ The purpose and process of the dialogue then would differ in many respects to that of the period after the fall where we can no longer see His Being. The focus of this dialogue after the fall would be, in some respects, more redemptive in nature. His overall desire to have an intimate relationship with human kind remains, although sin has veiled his direct communication with us. He has in the course of history spoken to people more directly and also collectively. At Sinai the voice of God was audible and majestic. “There was a period of solemn silence and then the voice of God was heard. Speaking out of the thick darkness that enshrouded him, as he stood upon the mount, surrounded by a retinue of angels, the Lord made known his law.”​[4]​ Paul, on the road to Damascus heard God’s voice.​[5]​ In modern history there is evidence of people being addressed by God. Ellen White is a prime example, and had many communiqués from God. The voice that was heard in all of the cases cited above could have been either a neurological signal which bypassed the eardrum and was heard by the individual or as a result of a physical sound wave propagated in the air surrounding the individual. It is also logically plausible that a voice heard by a group could still be the result of God communicating to individuals within the group. This could explain the simultaneous translation and understanding of the myriad of languages at Pentecost.​[6]​ 


God’s intervention in the world is not required or predictable but is voluntary by a God of love. Any communication from God is God initiated and cannot be pre-empted by His subjects. On the other hand, He is open and receptive and desirous of human relationships and ready to intervene according to His good pleasure. “God is not like the law of gravity, totally indifferent to context and uniformly unchanging in consequence. The Christian God is not just a deistic upholder of the world. If petitionery prayer, and the insights of a providence at work in human lives and in universal history, are to carry the weight of meaning that they do in Christian tradition and experience, then they must not simply be pious ways of speaking about a process from which particular divine activity is in fact absent and in which the divine presence is unexpressed, save for a general letting-be”​[7]​.

The question being addressed in this paper deals with the physical mechanisms that God might use to communicate with human beings directly and the extent to which we can understand them. We can only conjecture from the perspective of our finite human plane as to the nature of the interface between our three-dimensional physical world and that of the Divine God. Yet, at some point in three dimensional space, God’s power must infiltrate the boundary with this world to enable His influence to be potentially realised. Divine influence may be manifested in many ways including, inter alia, i) personally to an individual (as in the case of the boy Samuel), ii)  in nature directly​[8]​ or iii) generically to human beings in, for instance, the possession of a conscience​[9]​.  Ellen White suggests that inherent goodness is a gift from God to every person. “Every gem of thought, every flash of the intellect, is from the Light of the world.”​[10]​ The Hebrew-Aramaic words with connotations to soul and spirit are ruach and pneuma. These words can also signify the life principle. “This form of divine energy is also an invisible agent – one that manifests itself in and through living things.”​[11]​ The specific mechanism of how the neurology of our brains is altered is the focus here. How is our consciousness breached? “God cannot touch our minds without, simultaneously and inextricably, in some way touching our brains as well.”​[12]​






In the passage from I Samuel above, the boy Samuel heard a voice and assumed it to be that of Eli. It was evidently audible to Samuel because Eli, who did not hear it, was close enough such that Samuel thought the voice was that of Eli. If this was direct communication from God, then Samuel could not tell the difference between a human voice and God ‘speaking to him’. So it is plausible that Samuel ‘heard’ in the same way as if the impulse had come from his auditory nerve. The sound was perceived to be of human origin but was presumably a result of God’s direct communication with his mind. There is no evidence to suggest schizophrenia​[13]​ or any other psychotic disorder was involved here. This association is relevant as it highlights the biochemical factors involved in the physiology of our brains. Does this mean, therefore, that when God ‘speaks’ to us, He actually interfaces with our neural activity? The answer is probably yes. If so, then in this case, Divine interaction induces normal brain activity related to our consciousness. Each of our sense receptors in our physical state provides us with a complementary avenue to perceiving and understanding reality affecting our consciousness. Although the brain anatomy might be identical for each human, the conscious or unconscious effects of these impulses are disparate. We would not be expected to respond in the same way. This is intuitive based upon normal human behaviour. If we all responded identically, then we would certainly be surprised.  This concept of individuality in behaviour and other aspects of human life is accepted as normal but is really an extension of the inherent indeterminacy found in all life systems.  This becomes even more evident when complex processes within the brain are involved. The uncertainty is not just a result of the complexity, but is an inherent and indispensible reality of nature itself. Even if the neurological processes involved in consciousness were thoroughly understood, it would remain impossible to predict an outcome from a particular stimulus. 





In any Divine encounter through the mind, one assumption needs to be explicitly stated as, I believe, it characterises God’s nature.  John Polkinghorne, in discussing human activity, makes the assumption that “it (human activity) is exercised with a certain degree of freedom; that is our impression of choosing what to do is not an illusion.”​[20]​(Italics inserted) He is stating here that human beings do have free choice and we are not compelled to respond to God’s promptings in any predetermined way. “God permits every person to exercise his individuality.”​[21]​ This would support the idea that for identical brain-like neural networks, an identical stimulus can elicit different responses.

The discovery of the uncertainty in the outcome of subatomic interactions and associated indeterminacy, heralded a paradigm shift in the understanding of physics at the beginning of the 20th century. And although quantum physics is not necessary to account for all indeterminism in nature, it does accurately explain the behaviour of particles in the microscopic world. These particles which operate at the sub-atomic level, can affect the behaviour of macroscopic natural systems and might hold the key for understanding the interface between the physical brain and the conscious mind or the psychophysics link as Chalmers defines it.​[22]​ The apparently chaotic or quantum behaviour associated with neural networks cannot be accommodated by classical physics. 






It is evident from human experience that the mind can be excited by other external influences besides God. Ellen White warns that “for thousands of years Satan has been experimenting upon the properties of the human mind, and he has learned to know it well. By his subtle workings in these last days, he is linking the human mind with his own, imbuing it with his thoughts; and he is doing it in so deceptive a manner that those who accept his guidance know not that they are being led by him at his will. The great deceiver hopes so to confuse the minds of men and women, that none but his voice will be heard.”​[25]​ The impulses to the brain in such an influence may or may not be as direct or empowering as those executed by God, yet the thoughts that evolve from such influences may be as prominent. Thoughts here are differentiated from impulses as they are constructed in an individual based upon many factors including memory and experience, a fact substantiated by the writings of White. Based upon the scriptural text from the book of Peter we are admonished to “gird up the loins”​[26]​ of our mind. White expands on this to suggest that we ultimately have control over our thoughts. “The thoughts must be controlled. There must be a fixedness of purpose to carry out that which you shall undertake..... No one but yourself can control your thoughts.”​[27]​ Here the idea of training the mind to accept or reject thoughts born from external impulses is inferred. “In the Word of God we read that there are good and bad consciences....Take your conscience to the Word of God, and see if your life and character are in accordance with the standard of righteousness which God has there revealed...... The conscience of man cannot be trusted unless it is under the influence of divine grace. Satan takes advantage of an unenlightened conscience, and thereby leads men unto all manner of delusions.”​[28]​

One other aspect of the Divine-human intercourse not pursued in this paper is that of prayer directed to God. The salient idea that God can read our minds is certainly plausible based on the ideas already presented. If God has the ability to implant ideas and speak to our minds, then it is highly probable that He could also read our minds. However, unspoken communication with God and God’s response is beyond the scope of this paper although some sort of reciprocal mechanism is most likely.





Searching for a Mechanism

Is the pursuit of a mechanism engineered and implemented by a Divine Being realistic? Polkinghorne believes it is. “With the nature of human agency still mysterious, we can hardly dare to aspire to more than hopeful speculation when it comes to talk of divine agency. Yet the demand for an integrated account of both theological and scientific insight impels us to the task.”​[31]​

Departing from the dualist view of humanity where the Greek notion of the mortal physical body is differentiated from the immortal spirit, an assumption is made that humanity is in fact monist in nature. Peacocke “suggests that religious experience that is mediated through sensory experience is intelligible in the same terms as that of the interpersonal experience of human beings. It is therefore plausible to think of God as communicating with human persons through the constituents of the world.”​[32]​ Peacocke is also “very reluctant to postulate God as communicating to humanity through what would have to be seen as arbitrary means, totally different in kind from other means of communication to human consciousness”​[33]​ .

The mechanism involved in direct conscious communication with the minds of humans will probably not be understood using classical science. Other higher level sciences are necessary for explaining the processes of these more complex systems. An attempt to understand the mind and consciousness using classical physics, for example, extends as far as the neurological architecture. Although criteria deemed necessary for consciousness have been created such that any machine could be tested to see if it was “conscious” and “able to emulate processes in human consciousness classed under the broad categories of feeling, intuition, and imagination”​[34]​, there are some higher level natural processes that are not deterministic. This has led neurobiologists to postulate a different non-deterministic mechanism based upon, not classical physics, but quantum physics. And yet, we cannot simply ascribe a quantum aspect to a phenomenon on the basis that it is, like consciousness, somewhat mystical. However some models do appeal to aspects of quantum theory. Quantum mechanical phenomenon such as Bose-condensation interference​[35]​ within the nervous system has been proposed by several physicists (I. Marshall, H. Fröhlich)​[36]​.  Coordination of the indeterminacies within a neural network on many neurons is a quantum phenomenon associated with Bose condensation is conjectured.​[37]​  Fröhlich argues that this Bose condensate is achievable at body temperatures where biological dipole oscillators, such as dielectric protein molecules, vibrate under the influence of an electrical short range force between the poles of a single oscillator and the coulomb forces between the oscillators.​[38]​  Other evidence to support Fröhlich’s model exists and has been noted.​[39]​ However appealing such a model might be, it is only one facet of our understanding. Chris Clarke in his essay Quantum Mechanics, Consciousness and the Self, states that “physics will be just one contributor to a growing understanding that draws on all facets of our knowing and being”.​[40]​ 

A researcher at Canada’s Laurentian University, Michael Persinger, conducted a scientific study on the simulation of the God experience​[41]​ by exposing subjects to a weak complex magnetic field. He stimulated the right temporal lobe of the cerebral hemispheres with an electromagnetic field of between 10 nT to 1 µT,​[42]​ while the subjects were blindfolded. The conditions were similar to those during which patients had historically experienced ‘inspirational insights’. About twenty five percent reported a feeling akin to an out-of-body experience and a “sensed presence” which was hypothesised as being the prototype of the God experience.​[43]​  However, most just felt dizziness and tingling. Although the results are subjective, they were reportable and correlated with the biophysics involved. Other neuroscientists have reported their findings on brain states or conditions to certain types of mystical and spiritual experiences.​[44]​ Although the experiments do not provide solutions to the puzzle of the mechanism, they do however add credence to the plausibility of quantifying a mind event which could be considered to be a component of God’s action in the world. 


Justification for the Search for a Mechanism	







It is evident that neuroscience can begin to explain phenomena associated with some mind activities including memory and consciousness. Quantum effects may be assumed in an attempt to account for the indeterminacy of the neural networks of the brain. God chooses to intervene in this world and does so in various ways, one of which is through an individual’s mind. While the physiological processes involved in the brain itself might be partially understood, the physical mechanisms God might employ to interact with the human mind are tentative at this stage. In the human - Divine interface, where the power or influence of God intersects with this world, we can at best understand our side of the reality in our finite human states. Even if it is assumed that He would use laws consistent with His creation and His character, our understanding of the mechanisms involved on His side of the boundary are speculative. 

While the mechanisms of God’s communication may even be partially understood, the precise purpose and timing for special intervention will probably remain a mystery. It appears as if God does intermittently intervene directly beyond what is considered to be His normal sustaining work. He presumably speaks to everyone, perhaps in the form of the Holy Spirit, to guide and encourage where His influence here is more pervasive and affects more those who are in tune with Him. For many people, His voice is drowned out and is not ‘audible’. However, as in the case of Samuel and many other instances throughout the history of humankind, His intervention is occasionally direct and unmistakeable. People have heard God’s voice, experienced visions of special revelation and sensed His presence. The mystery of the mechanism of God’s communication with us might be less of a mystery than why He only sometimes chooses to reveal Himself or His purpose so directly to individuals.
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